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ABSTRACT

The present research will propose an innovative technique for pixel-level encryption of color images. After isolating the R, G, and B channels and converting them into vector mode, an enhanced Feistel network will be applied at the hexadecimal level, facilitated by integrating a substitution table generated from the employed chaotic maps. This is followed by a binary conversion and a shift ensured by pseudo-random vectors. A diffusion function is applied, incorporating another replacement matrix constructed from commonly used chaotic maps in cryptography. This operation links the cipher pixel to the next pixel, thereby reinforcing the avalanche effect and safeguarding the system against any differential attacks. Simulations conducted using our new system on various color images, arbitrarily selected from multiple databases, have yielded satisfactory and highly promising results.
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1. INTRODUCTION

In the current context of the digital world, it is essential to secure sensitive data, especially color images. The proliferation of digital data exchanges and storage requires a robust approach to ensure the confidentiality and integrity of images [1], [2]. Given that these images may contain confidential, strategic, or even private information, their unauthorized disclosure can have major repercussions for individuals and entities. Despite the progress made in image encryption, some methods remain vulnerable to sophisticated attacks [3].

The integration of mathematical concepts into cryptography has given rise to encryption standards such as Hill [4], [5], Vigenere [6], [7], and Feistel [8], [9], which were developed in response to growing security needs. Advances in chaos theory, combined with the use of hybrid chaotic maps exploiting new mathematical functions to enhance their chaotic behavior, enable the creation of key stream sequences with remarkable pseudo-random characteristics. This approach significantly enhances the resilience of these cryptographic systems.

Encryption techniques involve making pixels more complex by altering them, thus making them blurry. The first method used is substitution [10], which modifies the pixel values [11]. Then permutation comes into play to randomly change the pixel positions, thereby reducing statistical correlation [12], [13]. Various approaches have been developed to implement substitution, such as using the S-box and integrating a Feistel scheme, aiming to introduce confusion and diffusion [14]–[17].
Meanwhile, other techniques have been employed to perform permutations to scramble the image, increasing unpredictability and the complexity of potential attacks against the system. Almost all traditional encryption methods rely on distinct blocks of operations. This means they remain susceptible to statistical and frequency attacks. Furthermore, without internal chaining in the encryption process, these techniques are exposed to differential attacks.

In our method, we intend to incorporate S-boxes to implement confusion and diffusion operations. This will occur after applying a round of Feistel at the half-pixel level. After converting a pixel into its binary representation and performing appropriate bit shifts, we aim to establish a correlation between the cipher pixel and the subsequent plaintext pixel. This connection will serve to propagate diffusion, thereby reinforcing the system’s protection against differential attacks by increasing the impact of the avalanche effect.

The structure of this document is outlined as follows: section 2 examines prior research, while section 3 presents a comprehensive description of the proposed cipher method setup. The experimental security and results analysis of this recommended structure are presented in section 4. The conclusions are addressed in the final section.

2. METHOD

Our approach centers on four essential components. First, we meticulously select appropriate chaotic maps [18], [19]. Next, we generate pseudorandom tables integrating confusion and diffusion functions. Thirdly, these elements form the foundation for encrypting the initial image. Lastly, the encrypted image undergoes decryption to recover the original data.

2.1. Chaotic sequences design

This initial phase highlights the selection of the two most commonly utilized chaotic maps in cryptography for our cryptographic system [19]. Specifically, the logistic map and the piecewise linear chaotic map (PWLCM) map. Pseudo-random vectors will be generated from these two maps for the construction of all the parameters necessary for the encryption process.

2.1.1. Logistic map

Equation (1) defines the logistic map [20], a cyclic pattern generated by a second-degree polynomial function. This map recurs as a sequence, exhibiting complex behavior often seen in dynamic systems. Its formula encapsulates the iterative process driving its evolution.

\[
\begin{align*}
\omega_0 &\in [0, 5] ; 1 [ \alpha \in ] 3,75 ; 4 ] \\
\omega_{n+1} &= \alpha \omega_n (1 - \omega_n)
\end{align*}
\]

(1)

\(\alpha\) is the control parameter, \(\omega_0\) is the initial condition parameter.

2.1.2. PWLCM map

The PWLCM sequence [21], as denoted by (2), is characterized by its piecewise linear nature. It follows a distinct pattern delineated by the specified equation. This sequence exhibits a series of linear segments, each defined by the given equation.

\[
\mu_n = f(\mu_{n-1}) = \begin{cases} 
\mu_0 \in [0, 1] & \text{if } 0 \leq \mu_{n-1} \leq \theta \\
\frac{\mu_{n-1} - \theta}{\theta - \mu_{n-1}} & \text{if } \theta \leq \mu_{n-1} \leq 0.5 \\
1 - \mu_{n-1} & \text{else}
\end{cases}
\]

(2)

(\(\mu_0\)) and \((\theta)\) represent, respectively, the initial state and its control parameter.

2.2. Pseudo-random tables and substitution functions design

The development process begins with constructing pseudorandom tables and substitution and diffusion functions, which are pivotal components. Following this, pixel-level operations are implemented utilizing an improved Vigenere technique. This phase mandates the creation of specific parameters detailed in the outlined requirements.
- (TS): Tables for confusion and diffusion process in $\mathbb{Z}_{256Z}$.
- (TB): Binary tables for control and decision process in $\mathbb{Z}_{2Z}$.
- (FS): Substitution function in $\mathbb{Z}_{256Z}$.
- (FH): Substitution function in $\mathbb{Z}_{16Z}$.
- (FV): Diffusion function in $\mathbb{Z}_{256Z}$.

2.2.1. (TS) table generation

The table (TS) is a pseudorandom matrix of size (3 nm; 4) with coefficients in $\mathbb{Z}_{256Z}$. Every individual column of the table (TS) signifies an independent pseudo-random vector distinct from the remaining vectors. The purpose of this table is to induce aliasing and diffusion effects on the original image pixel values. The construction of this table is detailed in Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1. (TS) Pseudorandom table design
1. For $i = 1$ to $3$ nm
2. TS($i;1$) = mod($E(|i0(i)-\mu(i)|*10^{12});252)+3
3. TS($i;2$) = mod($E(|i(\omega(i)+\mu(i))|*10^{10});252)+2
4. TS($i;3$) = mod($E(|\max(\mu(i));\mu(i))|*10^{12});254)+1
5. TS($i;4$) = mod($E(|\max(\mu(i));\mu(i))|*10^{11});253)+2
6. Next $i$

2.2.2. (TB) binary table's construction

The table (TB) is a pseudorandom matrix of size (3 nm; 2) with coefficients in $\mathbb{Z}_{2Z}$. Every column within this table depicts a binary vector that will function as a control for one or multiple encryption procedures. The purpose of this table is to control any cryptographic operations used in our new system. The construction of this table is detailed in Algorithm 2.

Algorithm 2. (TB) design
1. For $i = 1$ to $3$ nm
2. //First column
3. if $\omega(i) > \mu(i)$ Then
4. TB($i;1$) = 0 Else TB($i;1$)=1
5. End if
6. //Second column
7. if TS($i;1$)<TS($i;2$) Then
8. TB($i;2$)=0 Else TB($i;2$)=1
9. end if
10. Next $i$

2.2.3. (S) SBox construction

The primary objective of this section is to create the new Vigenere substitution S-box denoted as (S). It is a pseudorandom table with dimensions (256; 256) with coefficients in (Z/256Z). The process for constructing this S-box adheres to the outlined instructions.

- The rearrangement ("P1") is generated by conducting a wide ascending sort on the initial 256 values of the vector "TS($i;3$)".
- The second line, designated as "P2" is derived from conducting an extensive ascending sort on the initial 256 values of the vector "TS($i;4$)".
- The intermediate line, denoted as "P3" is generated through a comprehensive ascending sorting process applied to the initial 256 values of the vector "TS($i;2$)".
- The line labeled as "i > 3" is the result of combining the functions from the line "i − 2"/"i − 3" or "i − 3"/"i − 1" contingent upon the decision vector "TB ($i;2$)" value.

The construction of this table is detailed in Algorithm 3. Table 1 illustrate an example for (S) creation of size (8;8) controlled by TB($i;2$).

Algorithm 3. (S) SBox construction
// First three lines
for $j = 1$ to $256$ //3 first lines
S(1;j)= Pr1(j)
S(2;j)= Pr2(j)
S(3;j)= Pr3(j) : Next $j$
Algorithm 5. (H) Substitution box construction
for j ← 1 to 256 // Next lines
    if TB(i; 2) = 0 then
        S(i; j) = S(i-2; S(i-3, j))
    else
        S(i, j) = S(i-3; S(i-1, j)):
    end if
end for
Next j, i

2.2.4. Hybrid confusion function expression
This section is dedicated to developing a new confusion function that will be applied to each pixel. This function relies on a substitution box (S) as a crucial element. Algorithm 4 describes the steps for constructing such a function.

Algorithm 4. (FS) Hybrid chaining function expression

\[
Z(i) = FS(Y(i)) = \begin{cases} 
S(TS(i; 1); S(TS(i; 2); Y(i))) & \text{if } TB(i; 1) = 0 \\
S(TS(i; 3); S(TS(i; 4); Y(i))) & \text{if } TB(i; 1) = 1 
\end{cases}
\]

2.2.5. Diffusion function
The diffusion process is a crucial operation in any encryption system. This section aims to design a new diffusion function operating at the pixel level, connecting the encrypted pixels to the subsequent plaintext pixels. The expression of such a function is given by (3).

\[
FD(Z(i)) = \begin{cases} 
(FS(Z(i) \oplus TS(i; 2)) \oplus Vx(i+1)) \text{ if } TB(i; 2) \\
(FS(Z(i) \oplus TS(i; 1)) \oplus Vx(i+1)) \text{ if } TB(i; 2)
\end{cases}
\]  

(3)

2.2.6. (H) SBox construction
The primary objective of this part is to create the enhanced Vigenere substitution SBox denoted as (H). It is a pseudorandom table with dimensions (256; 16) with coefficients in (Z/16Z). The process for constructing this SBox is generated by Algorithm 5 and adheres to the outlined instructions:

- The initial row of the table, designated as (H), represents the permutation Q1 of the initial 16 values extracted from the vector TH(i; 1). This permutation is achieved by arranging these values in descending order;
- For orders greater than 1, the rank line represents an order shift either from TH(i; 2) or TH(i; 1), contingent upon the TB(i; 1) decision vector value. Tables 2 and 3 illustrate an example explaining the construction of this SBox.

Algorithm 5. (H) Substitution box construction
for j ↔ 1 to 16 // First line
    H(i; j) = Q1(j)
for i ↔ 2 to 256 // Next lines
    if TB(i; 1) = 0 then
        for j ↔ 1 to 16
            H(i; j) = H(i-1; mod(j + TS((i); 16)); 16))
        end for
        for j ↔ 1 to 16
            H(i, j) = H(i-1; mod(j + TS((i); 16)))
        end for
    else
        for j ↔ 1 to 16
            H(i, j) = H(i-1; mod(j + TS((i); 16)))
        end for
    end if
end for
Next i

Table 1. (S) Creation example

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>i</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
<th>8</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P4 = P1oP3</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P5 = P2oP4</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P6 = P4oP6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P7 = P6oP5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P8 = P7oP7</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Next j, i
Table 2. First-line design procedure

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Order</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
<th>8</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TH(i;1) Values</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sort</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Permutation</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. Creation of (H) of size (8;8) controlled by TB(i;1) example

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>H</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
<th>8</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TH(i;1)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TH(i;2)</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TH(i;3)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TB(i;1)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.2.7. \((\mathcal{F}\mathcal{H})\) Hybrid confusion function

This section is dedicated to developing a new confusion function that will be applied to each pixel. This function relies on a substitution box \((S)\) as a crucial element. Algorithm 6 describes the steps for constructing such a function.

Algorithm 6. (FH) Expression of the chaining function

\[
\begin{align*}
Y_R(i) &= \mathcal{F}\mathcal{H}(X_R(i)) = \\
&= \begin{cases} 
\mathcal{H}(TS(i;1);\mathcal{H}(TS(i;3);X_R(i)) & \text{if } TB(i;1) = 0 \\
\mathcal{H}(TS(i;2);\mathcal{H}(TS(i;4);X_R(i)) & \text{if } TB(i;1) = 1
\end{cases}
\end{align*}
\]

2.3. Encryption phase

The encryption process consists of four essential steps. Initially, the original image undergoes vectorization, consolidating the three RGB channels into a one-dimensional vector. Next, an initialization value is calculated to start the encryption, followed by an enhanced Feistel round incorporating specified substitution and diffusion functions. Finally, a global replacement operation will be implemented to enhance the complexity of attacks on our system.

2.3.1. Plain image to vector transition

Following the extraction of the three-color channels from the original image and their conversion into vectors \((V_R), (V_G), \text{ and } (V_B)\), a pseudo-random concatenation is formed, guided by the decision vector \(TB(i;1)\). This process is detailed in Algorithm 7 and visually represented in Figure 1. The preliminary step involves preparing the plain image before advancing to the encryption process resulting in a new encrypted image with the ability to resist statistical and frequency attacks.

Algorithm 7. Plain image to vector transition algorithm

\[
\begin{align*}
&\text{for } j \leftarrow 1 \text{ to } nm \\
&\quad \text{if } TB(i;1) = 0 \text{ then} \\
&\quad \quad VX(3i-2) = Vr(i) \oplus TS(i;1) \\
&\quad \quad VX(3i-1) = Vg(i) \oplus TS(i;2) \\
&\quad \quad VX(3i) = Vb(i) \oplus TS(i;3) \\
&\quad \text{else} \\
&\quad \quad VX(3i-2) = Vr(i) \oplus TS(i;3) \\
&\quad \quad VX(3i-1) = Vg(i) \oplus TS(i;4) \\
&\quad \quad VX(3i) = Vb(i) \oplus TS(i;1) \\
&\quad \text{end if : Next } i
\end{align*}
\]

Figure 1. Plain image to vector transition flowchart
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2.3.2. Initialization value calculation

An initialization value (VI), closely associated with both the plain image and the pseudorandom table (TS) and under the control of the decision table (TB), is calculated. This operation aims solely the alteration of the seed pixel value to initiate the encryption process. It is outlined in Algorithm 8. At the output of this first round, we will implement a Feistel circuit applied at the half-pixel level.

Algorithm 8. The constant of the Initialization computation algorithm

\[
\begin{align*}
    \text{VI} &= 0 \\
    \text{for } i &= 2 \text{ to } 3n \\
    \text{if } TB(i;2) &= 0 \text{ then} \\
    \text{VI} &= \text{VI} \oplus VX(i) \oplus TS(i;3) \\
    \text{end if} \\
    \text{Next } i
\end{align*}
\]

2.3.3. Improved Feistel round

In this step, we apply a single round of improved Feistel cipher. This operation is applied to each pixel of the original image divided into two sub-blocks with hexadecimal values. The entire round involves two substitution functions and two diffusion functions. The entire process is given by Algorithm 9. Figures 2 and 3 illustrate the flowchart and an example of this algorithm respectively. The encryption phase is depicted in the diagram of Figure 4. This process involves chaining encrypted pixels with the following plaintext pixels. The diffusion step is a crucial stage in enhancing the security of the system.

Algorithm 9. Reverse operation of substitution tables

\[
\begin{align*}
    \text{For } i &= 1 \text{ to } 3n \\
    \text{For } j &= 1 \text{ to } 16 \\
    \text{IH}(i,H(i,j)) &= j \\
    \text{Next } j, i
\end{align*}
\]

Figure 2. Original images transform into two sub-blocks with hexadecimal values

Figure 3. Example of original images transform into sub-blocks with hexadecimal values
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2.4. Decryption operation description

The present cipher system is symmetric and employs confusion/diffusion functions. Consequently, the reverse procedure commences with the final step, involving the application of reverse functions. This procedure is described by the following steps:

2.4.1. Inverse operation of Vigenere

Our system is a symmetric architecture which needs that all parts of its must be invertible. In this case, the functions (S) must be invertible. The inverse operation of Vigenere (SF) entails constructing substitution tables (IS) as outlined in Algorithm 10. Figure 5 illustrates an application example of such an algorithm.

Algorithm 1. (SF) Hybrid chaining inverse function expression

\[ Y(i) = SF(Z(i)) = IS(TS(i; 2); IS(TS(i; 1); Z(i)) \]

if \( TB(i; 1) = 0 \)

\[ IS(TS(i; 4); IS(TS(i; 3); Z(i)) \]

if \( TB(i; 1) = 1 \)

2.4.2. (HF) reverse functions

Our system features a symmetric architecture, necessitating that all its components be reversible. In this case, the functions (FH) must be invertible. So, the reverse of the first function is dedicated to confusion operation is given by Algorithm 11.

---

Figure 4. Encryption process diagram

Figure 5. The inverse operation of the Vigenere substitution
Algorithm 11. (HF) Hybrid chaining inverse function expression
\[ XR(i) = HF(YR(i)) = \begin{cases} IH(TS(i; 3); IH(TS(i; 1); YR(i))) & \text{if } TB(i; 1) = 0 \\ IH(TS(i; 4); IH(TS(i; 2); YR(i))) & \text{if } TB(i; 1) = 1 \end{cases} \]

2.4.3. Feistel reverse round

Our system employs a symmetric architecture, requiring all components to be reversible. Therefore, the Feistel functions must be invertible. Accordingly, Algorithm 12 specifies the reverse operation for the Feistel round.

Algorithm 12. The reverse Feistel round
\[ XR(i) = YL(i) \]
\[ XL(i) = YR(i) \oplus FH(YL(i)) \]

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

All trials were carried out utilizing the Python programming language, using a laptop equipped with an i5 processor, 8 GB of RAM, and a 256 GB capacity hard drive. Figure 6 illustrates the primary test image, named "Peppers" alongside its encrypted and subsequently decrypted renditions, in addition to every simple image employed. The images provided in this collection were obtained from the SIPI database, accessible at [20]. The keys and assorted experimental parameters are created utilizing the chaotic maps as outlined in prior descriptions. Before starting the procedure of decryption, it is crucial to securely transfer the private key to the intended receiver via secure communication.

3.1. Study of statistical assaults

The recently developed algorithm was implemented on a randomly chosen set of images for testing and evaluation. Subsequent security studies were conducted, leveraging simulation findings to explore various aspects of its effectiveness and resilience. The discussions below delve into these studies and their implications for enhancing overall system security.

3.1.1. Study of the key space

The system utilizes a pair of chaotic maps created through the manipulation of four real parameters. Each of the four parameters is symbolized by a set of 32 bits, resulting in a key comprising a total of 128 bits. This particular design ensures protection from brute-force assaults.

3.1.2. Study of the key sensibility

The system employs two chaotic maps that are frequently utilized in the cryptography domain. Their increased sensibility to initial states a notable degree of responsiveness to the encryption key, as depicted in Figure 6. We note that changing the cipher key leads to the creation of two separate cipher images in the procedure of encryption. Furthermore, in the decryption phase, two distinct decrypted images are produced, each exhibiting unique shapes. This underscores the increased sensitivity of the suggested technique to even minor variations in the cipher key.

![Figure 6. Key sensibility study](image-url)
3.1.3. Histogram analysis

Histograms illustrate the dispersion of pixel values within images. Individuals who lack proper authorization might obtain significant information from an encrypted image through the examination of its non-uniform histograms. Hence, it is imperative to verify that the cipher image histogram shows no numerical resemblance to the original image and ensure and uphold a steady distribution of pixels. The histograms depicted in Figures 7(a) and 7(b) illustrate the distribution of RGB channels in unencrypted images, whereas the histograms in Figures 8(a) and 8(b) display the RGB channel distribution in encrypted images. Employing the suggested approach, it is evident that the histograms of images generated during the encryption phase display a close-to-uniform and evenly distributed pattern.

![Figure 7](image1.png)

Figure 7. Plain (RGB) image histograms (a) histogram of peppers and (b) histogram of vegetables

![Figure 8](image2.png)

Figure 8. Cipher (RGB) images histograms (a) histogram of peppers and (b) histogram of vegetables
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### 3.1.4. Entropy analysis

The entropy of an image sized \((n, m)\) serves as a metric for assessing the effectiveness of the image encryption technique in ensuring security. It represents the level of uncertainty and variability naturally present within the system, as denoted by (5).

\[
S(MC) = \frac{1}{nm} \sum_{j=1}^{nm} p(j) \log_2 \left( \frac{1}{p(j)} \right)
\]

(5)

\(p(j)\) denotes the likelihood of level \(j\) appearing within the plain image.

As the entropy nears the value 8, the haphazard image pixel’s distribution becomes increasingly organized. Augmented entropy aids in reducing the likelihood of information leakage from the cipher image. Table 4 presents the entropy values of the analyzed images juxtaposed with those from various cipher methods in the literature. The findings reveal that the values of this metric consistently remain exceed or equal to 7.997. In line with the research conducted by study [22], our findings surpass the results reported by numerous other researchers [23].

### 3.1.5. Study of the correlation

Equation (6) illustrates the correlation between an image with dimensions \((n, m)\), while Table 3 presents the calculated correlation coefficients for specific reference images sourced from the SIPI dataset [24]. Assessed through our proprietary algorithm, the correlation values generated adhere to recognized global standards, this confirms the strength of our cryptographic system against correlation-based attacks, affirming its resilience.

\[
corr = \frac{\text{cov}(AB)}{\sqrt{\text{var}(A) \cdot \text{var}(B)}}
\]

(6)

Table 5 shows the pixel correlation for images sourced from the SIPI dataset, along with additional test images. Upon reviewing the table data, it is evident that there exists a significantly strong correlation in the original image, with values nearing 1 in each channel. On the contrary, pictures encrypted using the suggested algorithm display notably reduced correlation. This observation underscores the algorithm's effective security measures. Additionally, these findings underscore a notable decrease in correlation within the cipher image, meaning that potential attackers are incapable of extracting information.
Table 6 illustrates the pixel correlations identified in the 'Lena' image. In contrast to prior methods, it is evident that the adjacent pixel’s cipher image mutual correlation is lower than that observed in numerous studies [22], [23], [25]. Although greater than that of study [26], the proposed encryption system exhibits nearly no correlation measure for all tested image correlations, ensuring protection against statistical assaults.

Table 6. The correlation comparison among the cipher pixels of the "Lena" image

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Horizontal</th>
<th>Vertical</th>
<th>Diagonal</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ours</td>
<td>-0.002634667</td>
<td>0.003516667</td>
<td>-0.002466</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ref [22]</td>
<td>-0.0029883</td>
<td>0.0091357</td>
<td>-0.0067375</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ref [23]</td>
<td>-0.0042707</td>
<td>-0.0032498</td>
<td>-0.0032498</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ref [25]</td>
<td>0.002733667</td>
<td>0.00352</td>
<td>0.00246667</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ref [26]</td>
<td>0.000059</td>
<td>0.0041</td>
<td>0.00013</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.2. Study of differential attacks

The number of changing pixel rate (NPCR) and unified averaged changed intensity (UACI) metrics are utilized to quantify the disparity between two ciphertext images by modifying the value of a pixel in the plaintext image and employing the same encryption algorithm to encrypt this variation compared to the plain image. The definition formulas of UACI and NPCR are:

\[
\text{UACI} = \left( \frac{1}{3nm} \sum_{i,j=1}^{3nm} Df(i,j) \right) \times 100\%
\]

\[
\text{NPCR} = \left( \frac{1}{3nm} \sum_{i,j=1}^{3nm} Df(i,j) \right) \times 100\%
\]

where, \( Df(i,j) = \begin{cases} 
1 & \text{if } I_1(i,j) \neq I_2(i,j) \\
0 & \text{if } I_1(i,j) = I_2(i,j)
\end{cases} \)

I_1(i,j) is the cipher modified image pixel of rank (i,j) and I_2(i,j) is the cipher image pixel of rank (i,j).

The proposed method undergoes a rigorous comparison with other algorithms [27]–[30] to assess its compliance with general requirements and its behavior. Lena and Peppers are chosen as test images, with the use of NPCR and UACI for in-depth analysis. Upon careful examination of the various algorithms, it becomes evident that the suggested method provides enhanced security against differential attacks, surpassing the performance of current methods. The detailed comparison findings are documented in Table 7. Additionally, it may be relevant to include additional metrics such as compression efficiency, robustness to steganography, or fault attack resistance.

Table 7. Our UACI and NPCR comparison with those of other techniques

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Peppers</th>
<th>Lena</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ours</td>
<td>33.53</td>
<td>99.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ref [27]</td>
<td>33.4639167</td>
<td>99.61054611</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ref [28]</td>
<td>33.4097</td>
<td>99.5897</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ref [29]</td>
<td>33.4097</td>
<td>33.5501</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ref [30]</td>
<td>33.4097</td>
<td>99.5987</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.3. Peak signal-to-noise ratio metric study

The peak signal number rate (PSNR) and mean squared error (MSE) serve as prevalent benchmarks for assessing image encryption methods. PSNR evaluates an encryption technique by quantifying the discrepancy in pixel values between the plain and cipher images. A lower PSNR value denotes superior encoding quality. The formulas for PSNR and MSE [31] are:

\[
\text{MSE} = \frac{1}{3nm} \sum_{i,j=1}^{3nm} (p_1(i,j) - p_0(i,j))^2
\]

\[
\text{PSNR} = 20 \log_{10} \left( \frac{255}{\sqrt{\text{MSE}}} \right) \text{dB}
\]

where \(M\) and \(N\) denote the height and width of images, respectively.
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For the original and ciphered images, the intensity values of the pixels are represented by \( P_0(i,j) \) and \( P(i,j) \). As per the findings, a low PSNR value and a high MSE value between the plain image and their cipher one signifies desirable cipher quality. The decreased PSNR values noted in Table 8 for the plain-to-cipher images imply that the suggested methods offer enhanced ciphering in comparison to other techniques outlined in various studies [31], [32], meaning that the suggested technique can restore images with minimal loss of information.

### Table 8. The calculated PSNR (dB) between the plain/cipher, and the plain/decrypted images

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Type of PSNR</th>
<th>Lena</th>
<th>Peppers</th>
<th>Cameraman</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ours</td>
<td>Original/decrypted</td>
<td>( \infty )</td>
<td>( \infty )</td>
<td>( \infty )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Original/Encrypted</td>
<td>7.0450</td>
<td>7.0640</td>
<td>7.0750</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ref [33]</td>
<td>Original/Encrypted</td>
<td>8.3655</td>
<td>8.8532</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ref [31]</td>
<td>Original/decrypted</td>
<td>( \infty )</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Original/Encrypted</td>
<td>7.7268</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ref [34]</td>
<td>Original/Encrypted</td>
<td>9.2500</td>
<td>8.9100</td>
<td>8.4000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 4. CONCLUSION

A groundbreaking encryption system, skillfully blending the hybrid techniques of Feistel and Vigenère, has been meticulously designed and implemented. This revolutionary device not only incorporates two new substitution tables but also robust diffusion and confusion functions, thus ensuring enhanced security. Subsequently, a specially adapted permutation for image encryption is globally applied, adding an extra layer of protection. Innovatively, the integration of chaotic maps of high sensitivity to initial conditions enhances the reliability of our new method, especially in color image encryption. Simulation results outcomes derived from a randomly selected array of images, encompassing diverse formats and sizes, have fully validated the effectiveness of our algorithm against all known types of attacks. In terms of future perspectives, our approach will evolve to encompass a range of sophisticated algorithms such as wavelet transformations, reinforcement learning, supervised learning, and fuzzy methods. This ensures ongoing adaptation and advanced security against future cryptographic challenges.
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